People You Need to Know

Fixed Route Dispatch: (540) 443 – 1530
- D1 - Davey Winyall, Dispatch Coordinator
- D2 - Braden Rush
- D3 - Halea Fowler
- D4 - Talut Carter

Operations Specialist – Jennifer Barnett
Human Resources Generalist – Elizabeth Hawks
Scheduling and Planning Coordinator – Phil Andes

Supervisors
- OPS 1 - Operations Manager, Harland Brown
- OPS 2 -
- OPS 3 - Operations Supervisor, Chris Spradling
- OPS 4 - Operations Supervisor, Carlton English
- OPS 5 - Operations Supervisor, Michael Mayo
- OPS 6 - Operations Supervisor, Simon Okes
- OPS 7 - Operations Supervisor, Desta Alemayehu
- OPS 8 - Operations Supervisor, James Hall

Supervisor Assistants
- OPS 20 - Supervisor Assistant, Eric Walters
- OPS 21 - Supervisor Assistant, Brad Cannon
- OPS 22 -
- OPS 23 - Supervisor Assistant, Jessica Fillis
- OPS 24 - Supervisor Assistant, Caleb Stinchcomb
- OPS 25 - Supervisor Assistant, Andre Vaca
- OPS 26 - Supervisor Assistant, Liam Reilly

Access
- Access 1 - Access Supervisor, Jenny Mills
- Access 2 - Access Dispatcher, Caleb Umberger
- Access 3 - Access Dispatcher, Zachary Crews

Christiansburg Schedulers – Sarah Davis

Safety & Training: (540) 443 – 1540
- T 1 - Training & Safety Coordinator, Johan Guyt
- T 2 - Operations Trainer, Alan Simpson
- T 3 - Operations Trainer, Cassandra Vaden
- T 4 - Operations Trainer,
- T 5 - Operations Trainer, Robert Shock
- T 6 - Operations Trainer, Nicholas Borsodi-Benson